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Clinic Faces Review

K eeper of
the Castle
John Harrmann is a husband, grandfather
and parakeet ra1ser. He u olso a custodian at
Hutchins Hall ifuring the evening shift. He
and Tom Kauper joined the Law School m
1964. Since then he has been responsible for
the second floor of Hutchins along with the
student lounge. Ounng that time he has
become a familiar face to hundreds of law
students. Last week Re<~ G~ tae Opinion Edi·
tor Jim Demb talked wull him.
Q. Are studeuts ::;lobs?

'

by Brian McCann
The Law School Clinic Program ,
currently facing sever e funding difficulties , will be undergoing review by a
recently reactivated study committee.
The committee was originally
established· during the 1978- 1979 school
year and was composed of its present
faculty members, Dean Edward
Cooper, and Professors White, Regan,
Chambers and Kahn. Two students,
Portia Moore and John Erdevig, were
added to the committee last week after
their appointment
the Law School

Student Senate. Tbe original committee
submitted a report calling for credit
and class hour changes and a further
review of the program in three years.
The committee was reactivated this
term to carry out the latte recommendation . It's the fi rst meeting is
scheduled for tomorrow.
According to Dean Cooper, the Child
Advocacy CJ.injc has operated in the
past with funding from federal and
private sources. The private grant
money is running out this year , and
with the fiscal restraint of the present

,

A. Oh no, they're not bad. I've got these

students pretty well trained, There's no
smoking or anything . . . the rooms
really are pretty good.
Even the student lounge?
A. Are you kidding? I gripe my head off
about those (vendingl machines. I wish
they would get them out. That place is a
mess.
Q.

Stones Gig
Challenged

Q. Have you ever found anything
unus ual in Hutchins?
A. Yeah, 1 found a check for a million
dollars on lhe noor in here <220) once. It
was just laying there while I was
sweeping. It was a joke I guess, but I
turned-it in anyways. But other than
that-it's the same old thing.
Q. While you are cleaning Room 200 do

you ever weed out the non-law students?
A. Listen, they know me. They know I'll
call security. -There's a sign on that
door that says law students only. If J see
that they're not law students I'll call
security. That's my orders. lt got pretty
bad there last year with all the med
students and chemistries and all them.
But it hasn't been too bad this year. Not
yet.
Q. What do you do when you're not

working?
A. Pm always working.
Res <knac Plt01o b)' Paul Fra•trom

Q. I mean what do you do outside of

work?
A. WeJJ, 1 raise parakeets. I have about

a hul}dred right now. I don't teach them
to talk or anything. I just raise 'em ...
Twenty years ago I bad around 700. but
then I quit for about twenty years. Now
that I am retiring I plan on starting up
again.
By the way, what are you going to put
this in?
A. The Jaw school newspaper.
A. Not that darn R.G. I spend half of my
Ume picking that up. If students would
read it and then take it home I wouldn't
care, but they just throw it around. Ob,
J like reading it sometimes to see
what's going on in the law school- just
don't put in all those lies I told you.

administration the federal funding Is
also expected to cease. Efforts by Dean
Sandalow and Donald Duquette, Director of the Child Advocacy Clinic, to
secure outside funding have been unsuccessful. Thus, Dean Cooper observed, the Law School is confronted with
the choice of either assuming the cost of
the program (which is significantly
greater than that of conventional instruction) thereby diverting funds from
other areas of the budget, or reducing
or eliminating the clinic.
In connection with the funding
problem, the committee will be looking
at the student demand for the two clinic
courses. Dean Cooper noted that
generally the Child Advocacy Clinic has
been filled to capacity every term .
Clinical Law I, however, is generally
fi lled only in the Winter term. The
committee hopes to complete its review
a nd submit its recommendations to the
fuJ I faculty by the end of this term.

Awa rd-winning essayist John Fagan dis plays plaque

3L's Win Awards
by i\-latthe.w Kiefer
Two third-year law students have woo
law-related awards over the s ummer.
John Fagan , known to a whole
generation of R.G. readers as King
Fudge, won a first prize of $1 ,000 in an
essay contest sponsored by the International Association of Insurance
Counsel. In addition, Ken Ease ley. also
profiled in last yea-r 's R.G. after being
chosen as Ebony magazine's bachelor
of the year, has won a $300 first prize
in oral advocacy competition sponsored
by Delta Theta Phi, a national law
fraternity.

Fagan, an avid downhill skier , won
his award for a 75-page entry on the:
subject of the liability of a s ki area for
downhill injuries s ustained on its
slopes . The award-wi nning paper .
which will be published in the January
1982 issue of the Insurance Counsel
Journal , attempts to establish
guideposts for the courts to look to in
deciding such liability questions_
Easeley. who is the president of the
recently activated Michigan Law
School Chapter of Delta Theta Phi, was
chosen after three rounds of argument
6

by CoUeen Hanlon and Scott Dew
Two University of Detroit law students, Steven Iamarino a nd James Rocchio, have filed suit in the Oakland
County Circuit Court to enjoin
promoters from using general admission seating at the upcoming
Rolling Stones concerts scheduled for
November 30 and December 1 at the
Pontiac Silverdome.
lamarino and Rocchio consider the
production of general admission concer ts an ultra-hazardous activity and
recognize the potential danger of the
Stones concerts at the Sil verdome. The
suit is premised on both contract and
tort theory. The contract cause of ac- •
tion is for anticipatory breach of an implied warranty of safe premises. In
Ia marino's opinion, "This UOJ)'recedented argument may succeed despite its
novelty because of the important public
policy considerations.
"The tort cause of action is for breach
of the duty to ma ke premises safe for
business invitees.' '
Attorneys for Brass Ring Productions
ha ve told lamarino they will not answer
his interrogator ies. So far , the only
argument they have advanced is for
dismissal due to lack of standing to sue.
Iamar ino does not consider the standing problem fatal to his case. In his
view, " Dismissal for Jack of standing
will preclude a nyone from ever establishing such a case because promoters
would be able to a void injunctions by selJiog tickets for a few weeks
before the show; a ticket buyer would
not have lime to develop a case and a
non-ticket buyer would not have a stake
in the outcome.''
Even .,.,rithout the standing issue, time

See Stones, page 8

.
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E.L.S. ·Projects
WE KNOW WHAT'S WRONG.

oral testimony to the Air Pollution Control Commission of Michigan.
2. RESPONSE TO MICHIGAN
CLEAN AIR COALITION . The
Michigan Clean Air Coalition is an industry group which supports significant
weakening of the Clean Air Act. It has
submitted a memo on the subject to
Michigan's Representatives. The
Representatives have been asking for a
response from environmental groups.

Do you? Would you like to join us and

do something about Watt and other environment<:~ I problems? The Environmental Law Society is a loosely
organized group of law students who
believe in using the law to protect
natural resources and public he<:~lth.
You can participate in ELS by 1)
working on one of the projects listed
below or on an environmental law
project of your own design, 2) becoming
a " firefighter," i.e. a person available
to work on short-term emergency
problems, 3) helping in the office.
Even if you don't have time for any of
these activities, we encourage you to
use ELS as an educational resource.
Re<:~d the news articles posted on our
bulletin board. Look at the magazines
in the office. Ask questions.

ELS would like to produce such a
response.
3. TOXIC CHEMICAL El\{ISSIONS
SECRECY ·iSSUE. In conjunction with
the American Lung Association of
Michigan, ELS would like to file a
Freedom of Information Act request for
toxicity data from a large Michigan
company. Toxicity data is need~ to set
emissions limitations for unlisted
chemicals.

PROJECTS
1. DETROIT MONROE POWER
PLANT. Detroit Edison currently has
permission tb burn dirty <high sulphur)
fuel at its Monroe plant until 1985. It is
asking for an extension of that permission until 1990. ELS will oppose the
request and submit both written and

4. OSHA
TRADE
SECRETS.
Michigan's Occupational Safety and
Health Commission will be considering
rules which allow employee and union
access to generic and exposure data on
chemicals in the workplace. Industry

Conduct Violations
The following is a verbatim copy of the annual report of the faculty Commiuee on
Professional ResponSibility, constituted to
investigate and punish violations of the Law
Schoof's Rules of Conduct, submiued to the
faculty last Thursday.

During the 1980-81 academic year,
the Committee on Professional Respon·
sibility <the "Committee") dealt with
three cases:
(1) A case involving possible plagiarism, an alleged violation of Section l(a )(2) of the Law School's
Rules or Conduct and Disciplinary
Procedures <the " Rules" ) ;

(2) A second case involving possible
plagiarism, an alleged violation of
Section 1(a) (2) of the Rules ; and
(3) A case involving the possible use of
a misleading resume, an alleged
violarlon of Sections l(a)(3) and I
(a )(6) oftheRules..

In the first case, the Committee
found , on the basis of its investigation,
that there was clear and convincing
evidence that the accused bad violated
Section i <a H 2> of the Rules, and that
such violation raised a serious question
concerning the accused's character and
fitness for the practice of law. In ad-

Rosenman, Colin, Freund,
of New York, New York

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested summer s tarters, and 2nd and 3rd year students on
Thur~day , September 24th
for positions with the firm during Summer/Fall, 1982

calls such information trade secrets.
E LS would like to argue for adoption of.
the rules.
5. HAZARDOUS WASTES-SIJING.
ELS will be revising comments written
last year to the Hazardous Wastes
Management Planning Committee· on
citizen participation and· rights in the
siting process. ELS will submit written
comments to the Committee and testify
at a hearing before that group on Sept.

7. SA'ND DUNES. ELS will continue
its efforts to establish Sand dune
Protection and Management Act as a
necessary and reasonable protection of
historically valuable Michigan dune
lands. The Act is currently under constitutional attack by miners seeking to
destroy unique dune formations.
8. OIL AND GAS. ELS members have
been quite active in past years as
spokespeople for Michigan Lands and
waters in drilling controversies. or
special concern to ELS this year will be
the protection of the Great Lakes from

29.
ELS wiJI also be preparing a
guidebook to be used by citizens in
a re<:~s chosen for hazardous waste sites.
The guidebooks would advise citizens
and local governments of their rights
under the Hazardous Waste Act and
would explain what conditions they
should try to exact from facility
owners.
6. HAZARDOUS WASTE-LIA BILITY. The state Hazardous Waste
law allows transfer of closed hazardows
waste sites to state ownership. An ELS
project last year discovered that ~e
state could be exposed to catastrophtc
liability from these transfers. The Attorney General noted that it was an excellent point but balked at tbe
suggestion of doing anything about it.
ELS would like to make additional
suggestions on the subject and bring
pressure to bear on the Attorney
General and the state to do somethjng
about the problem.

drillin~.

ELS is considering doing some legal
research on the topic of adverse
possession and helping the state reverse the decision.
For more information on these and
other projects, contact Carol . Dansereau (leave a message for her m the
ELS office under the Main Reading
Room .) Watch for more informati~n
and sign-up sheets on the ~LS bulletin
board <outside the ELS offtce).
10. MANUAT ORY RETROFI
ELS wopuld like to t<:~ke an Ann Arbor
landlord or landlady to court for failure
to comply with Ann Arbor's current
mandatory retrofit regulations. ELS
would also like to do some research and
advocacy work in support of new
proposed
mandatory
retrofit
regulations.
-

dition, the Committee found that,
during the course of the investigation,
the accused had made misleading use
of his Jaw school transcript in connection with an application to a graduate
program at another university . Pursuant to Section 4 of the Rules, the
Committee proposed, and the accused
accepted, the following sanctions:
( 1) Cancellation of course registration
for the seminar for which the paper
in question had been written, with
such cancellation indicated on the
student's transcript by the following notation: "Course registration
cancelled as a result of plagiarism
in connection with seminar paper.'';
(2) Suspension from the Law School for
a period of one academic year, during which period the student would
receive no credit toward a law degree;
(3) A requirement that the student
withdraw his then-pending application to the graduate program at
another university and·provide the
Comm ittee with evidence satisfactory to it of such withdrawal ;
and;
(4) Agreement by the student that all
future transcript requests by him
would specify that the official transcript is to be sent directly by the
Registra r 's Office to the party requiring a copy of such transcript.
In addition, the Report of the Committee was placed in a confidential file

Br1an Dervishi

to be maintained by the Registrar in
accordance with the Law School 's
Procedures for Investigating and
Reporting Student Conduct Bearing
Upon Character and Fitness for the
Practice of Law (the " Character and
Fitness Procedures" ).
ln the second case, the Comm ittee
found , on the basis of its investigation,
that there was not clear and convincing
evidence that the accused had violated
Section l (a)(2) of the Rules. The Committee further determined that the
weight of the evidence did not support a
conclusion that the student's conduct
raised a serious question concerning
her character and fitness for the prac·
lice of law.
In lbe third case, the Committee
determined that there was not clear
and convincing evidence that the accused had committed an offense under
the Rules.
In addition to the foregoing, an ad hoc
committee composed of Professors L.
Allen. Chambers, Estep, and Rosenzweig recommended, and the faculty
approved, certain changes in the Rules
and the Character and Fitness
Procedures.
Respectfully submitted,
Committee on Professional
Responsibility
Michael Rosenzweig,
Chairman
William J . Pierce
Roger A. Cunningham

.

Paxton & Seasongood

Reed, Smitb, Sbaw and McClay

ojCincinnati, Ohio

of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
'

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested summer starters, and 2nd and 3rd year students on

Monday, October 12

Wednesday, October 7th

'

fo r positions with the firm during Sum mer/Fall, 1982
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is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested summer starters, and 2nd and 3rd year students on

for positions with the firm during Summer/Fall, 1982.
Students, Interview rtQUtSt cards are du• in the Plaremunt Office lin Monday, Stpt/'lltber 28th.
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Notices
All Senate Appoiritees. Please leave
your name, address, and phone numbers in the Student Congress Box at the
Senate Office. Those who do not are in
jeopardy of forfeiting their position.
Student senate committee members:
Please submit the following materials
to the Student Congress Committee
mailbox (Lee Tilson), 2d floor Hutchins. by Friday. September 24th: List
of committee members Cinclu<lmg
phone numbers and addresses);
scheduled meet'ing dates ; detailed
notice of committee purposes and
goaJs.
Big a nd Little Sister Dinner. Sunday,
September 'l:7 at 6:00 in the Lawyers
Club Lounge. Upperclass women please
bring some food. This is a great chance
to meet the other women here a nd there
will be entertainment.

lnstrumentalisc.s interested in playing
jn a chamber ensemble-Please come to
an organizational meeting (without instruments)' in the Cook Room of the
Law Quad, Friday, September 25 at
2:00p.m. Enter the Cook Room through
entrance N. If you cannot attend aod
are interested in playing in a chamber
music ensemble, please leave message
telling what you play and where you
can be reached in Janet Parker's
MYILS mailbox on the fourth floor of
the Legal Research Building.
ILS lunch. Friday, Sept. 25, 12 noon.
Law)ters Club Lounge. Guest speaker
will be Ambassador Gerald Helman:
" A Career in the Foreign Service-A
Michigan Law Grad's Perspective. "
Everyone is welcome.
Wanted: Experienced Photographer.
Law Student for occasional work OR
Law Quadrangle Notes. To apply
bring samples of your work to Pat
Sharpe, 414 Hutchins.

Placement Office
Boasts New Look
.
By Brian McCann
The Law School Placement Office has
seen some changes over the summer,
most significantly by the addition of 16
new interview carrels in Room 200 of
Hutchins Hall. The carrels feature a
device which will notify students,
through a panel of lights, when it is time
for the next interview. The new carrels
are designed to handle the steady increase of on-campus interviews and
will be available as study areas in the
I
evening.
According to Placement Director
Nancy Krieger, more firms are coming
to the Law School to recruit. As of early
August, approximately 850 employers
had scheduled dates. Al the same time
last year, 750 or so firms had done so.
Krieger also noted that more of the
larger, corporat~riented firms are
scheduling interview dates. Partly as a
result of the prompt and aggressive approach these firms Lake toward hiring,
the percentage of students with job of-

fers at graduatin time bas sleadily increased over the last few years. Last
year 88% of the seniors had jobs by
June, and Krieger expects a similar
showing this year.
The timetable for interviews has also
been modified. Most of the on-campus
recruiting will be completed by the first
week of November, and students will be
asked to notify previous summer employers as to their intentions by
November 15th. Krieger stated that this
was in keeping with the practice of
other major law schools. Deadline
dales may be extended. however, if the
nCI .. I arises.
The Placement Office has also expanded across the hall from its main offlee to Room 209, where Nancy Krieger
now maintains an office. The separate
room makes confidential discussions
easier, and, according to Krieger,
already more students have stopped by
for advice. In connection with career
counseling, she stressed that no appointment is necessary.

SeL~£~:-:1:.r!I'1. t
POSTEA$ • R£,S U MES' NE:WS l ElfEA'I
f'AOGAAMS • 8P 0CHU R£S • STAT$
lt OO"lETS • !!V SINfSCJ C AADS
F NV E LOPES • I...E fTER.,.~ADS
WEDDING oN V11 A T10NS

BRUSSELS FELLOWSHIPS
WLSA Brown Bag- "Women at the
Exchange with Brussels Free
Law School, " Wednesday, Sept. 30 at
Universities, Belgium for 1982- 83
noon in the faculty dining room.
commencing the fall of 1982.
Everyone is welcome.
One full fellowship avaiJable al_ the
French Law Faculty, for a FrenchThe Law School faculty may recomspeaking senior ·at the Michigan Law
mend to the State Department one or
School who will graduate prior to Octwo second-year students on the bar:s of
tober 1, 1982 (sound ability to under·
their record and proven interest in the
1
stand lectures in French is a
international field, for a one-term (winprerequisite) .
ter term of second year or fall term of
One full fellowship available al the
third year) appointment. The faculty
Flemish Law Faculty in the Program
will maintain general supervision over
on International Legal Cooperation.
the Michigan participant and a faculty
Lectures and seminars are given in
committee will evaluate the major
English. Requirements : graduation
research paper which each participant
from Law School prior to October 1, and
will be expected · to produce. Upon
' some reading knowledge of French.
satisfactory completion of the term. the
InLerested students should see Mrs.
participant will receive l2 hours of
Barbara Roble in P rofessor Gray's of"pass" credits toward graduation.
fice (334 Hutchins HaU) or Professor
Before December 1, interested
Eric Stein (after December I ,
students should contact Professor Eric
Professor John H. Jackson) for further
Stein , 914 LegaJ Research Building, for
information. Completed applkation
further informat ion;
thereafter
materials must be submitted to
Professor John H. Jackson. 965 Legal
Professor Gray's office by January 15,
Re5earch Building.
1982. Decisions will be announced early
A summer clerkship is a lso available
in March.
in the Office of the Legal Adviser.
AMERICAN COLLEGE OF
Students interested in the clinical
LEGAL MEDICINE 1982
program or in the summer clerkship
LETOURNEAU AWARD
should make sure to list their names in
WRITL'IiG COXTEST
the placement office for interviews with
The American College of Legal Meditt>e members of the Legal Adviser's
cine has announced its 1982 Letourneau
Office scheduled to visit the Law School
Award Competition. The Award is
this fall.
presented annually to the outstanding
paper on legal medicine authored by a
law student. Papers must be no less
than 3,000 words, and no paper which
bas been previously published can be
considered. The award will include a
The Res Gestae welcome notices con$250 cash prize, publication of the paper cerning law school organizations and
in the Journal of Legal Medicine or in events. NQtices must be typed , a nd
Legal Aspects of Medical Practice, and must be submrtted by Noon on Monday
a trip to the annual meeting of the to appear in that Wednesday's issue.
American College of Legal Medicine. They may be dropped off in tbe Drop
There will also be a S250 and $150 award Box next to the Senate orcice (oppo lte
for lbe second and third place winners, Room 218 Hutchins llaiU or at the R.G.
respecively.
office in Room 202 Lawyers Club
If you have an interest in this contest, (above the kitchen).
please contact. Professor Alex
\.
.,I
Aleinikoff for further detai1s.

,
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Thompson Hine ana Flory
of Cleveland, Ohio
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
inrecested 2nd and 3rd year students on

October 26, and 27
for positions with the finn during Summer/Fall, 1982
The finn will be hosting an informal reception
in the Lawyer's Club Lounge on Thursday, Oct. 1, at 3:30p.m.
All are cordially invited to attend.
Studtnts' inttrvitw request I'Drtl$ ort dut in thr P/artiMnt Of/iet on Mondov, Of/. 19

A U B!!EA STA MP S
N C R FO RMS
COP i fS

761 · 4922
7 '7

NO~tTw

UNtvF qstr'l! ·ANN AP80P

M •CMtG AN

Brown, Wood, Ivey, Mitchell & Petty
150Jo off any sweater with
this advertisement
330 S. State Street
at Nichols Arcade
anywhere on
earth clothes

Offer

~ires

Wednesday, September 30

ofNew Yo;k, New York

is pleased to announce that it will be
interviewing summer starters, and 2nd and 3rd year studenLs on

Friday, September 25
for positions with the firm during Summer/Fall, 1982

.
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No News Is
GoodNews
Usually the opinions we-express in this column
are focused on issues within the law school. We
bark when the Student Senate starts to forget its
true purpose in the law school, and we bitch
when the Dean begins to remember his. But this
early in the term , when the sun is shining and the
Tigers are winning, it is hard to find anything to
complain about.
We thought we might give a little pep talk to
the Senate; but we think their energy level may
already be dangerously high. We considered
asking them to cool down ; but then the risk of a
comatose Senate was too great.
We thought we might ask the faculty to teach
with more enthusiasm-to make classes more
interesting ; but then we might feel guilty when
we skip.
We thought we might commend the Placement
Office on its fancy new interview rooms ; but
with 75 pin-striped students corralled in the front
of Room 200 we never had a chance to see them.
We thought we might yell at the Ad njinis_tration just because it's the Administration;
but we'll do enough of that later in the year.
We thou.J;(ht we might complain about non-law
students in the library; but none of us has been
there to see them. Besides, with the new library
there is enough room for everybody.
We thought we might complain about the CIA
interviewing on campus ; but the person assigned
to write the column mysteriously disappeared
last week.
We thought we might complain about the
general disarray in the Quad ; but we would
r ather have the Quad under seige than the Quad
under water .
Finally, we thought we migl)t complain about
the widespread student apathy in the law school ;
but who really cares'?
Have a good week.

Lett.ers_
More
Alien Education
,
To the EdJtor :
Last week 's Res Ges tae
opinion by Cub Schwartz on
the Justice Department's
refusal to intervene in the
Texas undocumented children ·
education suit documented the
inconsistent treatment of undocumented workers in Texas
and the United States. Some
further facts about the impact
of the litigation and the
economic realities of Texas
undocumented workers must
be added.
Texas is the flourishing center of the sun belt economic
movement. It boasts unemployment figures that most ·
economists would agree make
for full employment. Its coffers are full from the
multitude of oil, gas, and other
mineral leases that the state
controls.
With this boon in s tate
revenues Texas slill s ubmerges educational spending
to a low priority in its budget
strategy. Texas prefers to
brag about its fine highways
and the mega-millions that it
spends on upkeeping and
building these roadways .
When Chicano children of
undocumented workers in
East Texas sued lo gain acCt.:c; to public education they
did •· t expect their suH to
rally the traditionally reactionary
Texas
power
establishment.
Brandis hing a " Remember
the Alamo" mentality, the
governor, state legislature,
and numerous other political

groups lambasted the District
Court and fifth Circuit
decisions affirming Texas'
obligation
to
provide
education to children of undocumented workers in their
schools . The Texas media
foiJowed
with
articles
detailing the millions of
workers, who upon hearing of
the decision, would horde
across the Rio Grande in
search of education for their
children. Other stories quoted
state o(ficials as saying that

workers make the trek to the
United
States
alone ,
preferring to send money to
Mexico. They pay for social
services, like social security,
but rarely take advantage of
the benefits. They provide the
a rea with cheap labor,. and
quality work. They do not
dra in the economy. Man.y
limes undocumented workers
do not report violations of
their rights, because they fea r
deportation and retaliation.
The court decision in Texas
has not provided many

The Res Gestae welcomes comment from our readers.
To be printed. articles must be signed, although requests
for anonymity will be considered. We reser ve the right to
edit for length and clarity. Submissions should be doublespace typed. and may be dropped orr in the Drop Box
next to the Senate Orrice <opposite Room 218 Hutchins
Hall), or at the R.G. Office in Room 202 Lawyer's Club
(above the kitchen ). The deadline for each Wednesday's
issue is the preceding Sunday at 6:00p.m .
::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
the education of these
benefits for children of unchildren would run education
documented
wo rker s .
costs into the hundreds of
Through acts by state govern·
millions of dollars, thereby
ment, school officials, the
robbing the reaJ children of
:nedia, and now the inactivity
Texas a decent education.
of the Jus lice Department, the
Well documented studies
force behind the decision is
helped the cour ts decide in the
very much deteriorated.
children's favor . UndocumenSad evidence of this is the
ted worker s pay social
recent newspaper report that
security. sales taxes, and
school principals receiving
properly taxes in Texas. The
undocumented children into
latter tax base, property,
their schools have leaked in·
makes up much of school funformation to Immigration of·
ding. Undocumented workers
ficials , leading to deportation
live in a partments, and rent
of these families. That's true
houses. Their property taxes
respect for the law.
ar e figured into the rent.
- Armando Lopez
Most
undocumented

Paul Chaljub
Paul Cbaljub 'died 10 Chile
last Wednesday a nd for those
of you who knew him, you
know what we aU lost. For
those of you who didn't, you
probably lost more. He was
that type of guy.
For those of you who didn't
know him , Paul came from an
All-American fam lly . His
father was a successful doctor, his mother was a beautiful
homemaker, and his brothers
were as close to him as anyone
else in the world. In short. he
had ever ything anyone could
ever hope for .
But P aul decided to join the
Peace Corps hatrway through
his first year at Jaw school
because he felt that he had lived
too good a life, "a bourgeois
life" as he himself labeled it,
for too long a time. The Peace
Corps appealed to him
because tt was a ser ious two
year commitment but, more
importantly, because he heard
a volunteer was paid with
digmty: respect and a handshake and not wealth. status
and money. ije was just that
type of guy.
Two events stick in my mind
about Paul: one happened at

Michigan, the other in
Wisconsin while we were
vacationing together after our
first year in law school was
over.
When first semester grades
came out, Paul noticed that he
had a B + for his torts grade
on his transcript, but that a B
was posted on the class list.
Well I don't think that it would
be too cynical or far from the
truth to say that a good number of Jaw students would have
accepted the grade on the
transcript and followed the
proverb, " ask me no questions
a nd I' ll tell you no lies." U
would have been easy for him
to rationalize : he had, after
all, received A+ on the final .
But Paul was determined to
point out the discrepancy to
Professor Whitman a nd when
she lowered his grade to a B he
didn't complain. " It was her
perogative," he said, " but I
know what I deserve and
that's what matters." He was
that type of guy
While we were in Wisconsin,
I thought tha t since the
pressurP. of the fi rst year was
over and l:le had done so weB.

that he might want to recon·
sider his decision to go to the
Peace Corps . Fat chance. He
was determined to go to Chile
and Pventually return to Jaw
school. Before he left, he
worked for a month and a half
at a legal aid office in Chicago.
His pay? Not one red cent.
"Our clients can't afford it,"
he would say
It seems so unfair tha t death
has snatched him away so
quickly and before be was able
to help those who Peally
needed him most. They say
maturity is accepting Life.
death, and the things we can't
have, but if it is then I, for one,
have a lot of growing up to do.
Paul deserved better, but the
less fortun ate have also lost
one of their generals. But Paul
never thought of himself as a
hero nor blew his own horn. nor
put himself above anyone. To
him, talk was cheap and
a nyway, actions s poke louder
than words. He was just that
type of guy.
-Walter Calhoun
Walter Calhoun is' a second year
student at the Law -Schoof and
was a close friend of Paul Choljuo.

j

Opinion
R_evamp IM Program
by Jeff Eisenberg

Of all the organizations a nd activities
funded by the I.SSS, the intramural
sports program boasts the greatest participation among the overa ll student
body. Yet'the program is in a shambles.
Organization is entrusted in a "sports
CSAR" appointed by the LSSS. In reality, there is vir tually no organization;
no r hyme nor reason to tpe program .
A recent incident is indicative of the
chaos that exists within the intramur a l
program. When the 'CSAR· went to
register the Law Gold team, (supposedly the law school's unofCicial allstar team) for the graduate softball
league, he found that another group of
second-year studen ts had alr eady
signed themselves up as Law Gold.
Lest the original Law Gold team complain too loudly, it should be noted that
the "bogus" Law Gold team's error
was understandable, as these "allstars" are selected without the benefit
of or ganized tryouts or widespr ead
publicity.
Another illustration of the lack of

I submit that if intra murals were betorganization is that neither the sports
of first-year students, who have enough
CSAR nor a nyone else has even a remote
things on their minds without having to ter organized and publicized , many
idea of bow many law school teams are
more students would participate. There
worry about educating themselves on
en tered in the intramural leagues, · the procedures for setting up their own is a very high level of inter est in
much less who is on what team . And
:==~~:;:~:=~===~==~:::;:::;:!:::::::~::-:::::::::~:::::~::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::~:;:;::::t.::::::~:!:::::::::~w~!!~~~
when ques tioned about these difficulties , the CSAR Mark Bowman,
I submit that if intramurafs were better organized and publicandidly adm itte d that there are
cized,
many more students would participate. There is a very
massive problems with the way law
of interest in athletics within the law school, but
high
level
school intramurals are set up and that
there is no plan of action to improve the
many students are too preoccupied with academic pursuits to
situation.
spend a lot of time organizing or investigating the. sports

program.
How does this organizational breakdown a ffect the students? First. many
students never find out about many
of the intramural programs offer~·
by the university. The university intraThe university intramural program includes more than thirty sports. Information about many of these programs
never reaches most law students.
Second, many students who would
like to participate in the team sports
are, as a practical matter, pr ecluded
from doing so. This is particularly true

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::::::::~::::=::::::::::::»::::::::::::::::::
intramural teams or making phone
calls to their new classmates to find out
who has room left on a roster.
Lack of organization also affects the
quality oi competition. Specifically, in
s everal sports such as softball and
basketball, intralaw school leagues are
feas ible. The " Psycho-killers" softbaU
tournament, for example, attrac~ at
least twelve teams last year, although
it was not very well publicized.

The A WA CS Dilemma,· Do t·he
Saudis Deserve O ur PI anes?
by Brian De r vi•sh i

The sale of five AWACS to Saudi
Arabia is a fasci nating event in the implementation of U.S. foreign policy. It ·;
a major policy decision for the Reagan
Admin istration, which stands the
oossibility of being vetoed by conc urrent r esolution of Congress. Accordingly, public opinion and the media
have aiso become Involved in the
decision-making process. However,
there can be no doubt that soon the
AWACS will be making their way to the
Gul f.
The certainty that the proposed sale
will go through stems from many factors. (P lease note with admiration the
boldness of this prediction-the New
York Times recently reported a
majority of both houses have already
expr essed opposition to the sale.> From
tlte star t, one recognizes that President
Reagan, to date, has had his way with
Congress. Reagan wiU do whatever he
has been doing in Washington to ensure
that a Congressional veto-a constitutiona lly - questionable means of
exercising legislative power- never
sees the lig ht of day. Such a veto would
unde rm ine the P resident's role as chief
arch itect of U.S. foreign policy, cur·
tailing the exercise of foreign affairs
powers that have historically been the
exclusive domain of the President. For
domestic reasons alone, the President
will in vest substantial political
capital to win this battle.
Another factor contributing to the
completion of the AWACS deal is the
natur e of the five aircraft being sold.
<Four AWACS have b~n patrolling
Arabia s ince the outbreak of the Iran-

Iraq war.) AWACS is, in effect, a flying
rada r station designed to fulfill the
basic r equire me nts of a ir defense.
The genesis of the AWACS, its initia l
use by the Navy, its pla nned deployment by NATO, which wanted Tl AWACS
for Europe, ck>moostra te that the AWACS
is primarily a defensive aircraft that
would at most provide a guarantee of
Saudi airspace. (Whether AWACS could
provide such a guarantee in the face of
the truly superior Israeli Air Force,
which .demonstrated its mastery of the
Mideast air space this past summer by
bombing two Arab capitals, is another
question.)
The sale takes on an even .less
menacing appearance when placed in
its political context- the security concerns of the Saudis. As the Financial
Times oi London's World's Business
Weekly recently stated, "Money has
not bought Saudi Arabia security. ~ ..
The Saudis are obsessed by fea r of an
invasion across their long land and sea
frontiers and alarmed by the ra bid
propaganda issuing from Iran over the
past two years." Nor can the House of
Saud be comfor ted by the Sovietbacked r egi mes of South Yemen and
Ethiopia at the southern end of its
kingdom. The Saudi security concerns
are legitimate and the willingness of
the U.S. to address these concerns in a
palpable way has always been a fun damental element in our rel£tionship
with that country-a relationship,
moreover, which would inevitably be
altered by a congressional' vote.
Another consideration pointing to
completion of the sale is the Saudis'

respoqsible behavior as members of the
international community. They are
playing an increasingly important r ole
in the World Bank and the International
Monetary Fund, having agreed this
pa st March to lend the IMF five billion
dollars. Their current oil pricing and
production policies, which have
brought them into open conflict with
other OPEC members, are designed to
s upport the econom ics of t he in·
dustrialized West. As re.gards Israel
s pec ifi cally, the Sau~d is playe$1 a
positive role , acknowledged by Prime
Minister Begin, in the circuitously
arranged cease fU"e between Israel and
the PLO this past summer.
The ultimate factor ensuring completion of the AWACS deal is its importance to the achievement of two distinct
U.S. strategic objectives in the
Mideast, the negotiation of a Middle
East peace and the safeguarding of our
oil supplies. Failure to r espond to the
security needs of the Saudis and to treat
the nation as the responsible member Qf
the international community that it is
will only alienate and further drive it
from our sphere of influence, which
would directly a ffect our ability to
guide and direct the search for peace in
the Middle East. Moreover, failure lo

athletics within the Jaw school , but
many students are too preoccupied with
academic pursuits to spend a lot of time
organizing or investigating the sports
program.
Intra-law school leagues would offer
increased rivalries and an opportunity
for law students to meet and interact
with students other than their first-year
section mates a nd those they've met at
law school parties. And its more fun to
play a gainst people you know than
a ga inst strangers.
How can the intramural program
be improved?
Several specUie proposals for change:
F irst, and foremost, publicity must
be improved, especially for first year
students. Mark Bowman's idea of in-.
eluding intramural information in the
or ientation packet given out to one L's
is a good one. AIF?, a weB-publicized
meeting should be hel-l a week or two
befor e the sign-up deadline for each
sport for a ll students interested in pa r ·
ticipating. At this meeting, students
could be given information a nd directed
toward existing teams with open spots
on their rosters or grouped together to
form new teams.
Second, some type of a registration
syste m must be develooed and implem ented so that the sports CSAR can
keep track of how many people a nd
teams a re participating in ea ch sport.
This is a logical and essential first step
toward building a well-organized
program and towards the possibility of
intra-law school play.
Finally, the status of Law Gold must
at last be clearly defined . It should
either be made a n official all-star team
of the law school, complete wit h
tryouts or treated on par with a ll other
teams and no mor e.

Undoubtedly the whole system needs
to be overhauled . Mark Bowman
clear ly has the interests of the student
body at heart , but the reorganization
that is necessary is not a one-man job.
complete the deal will feed what T~ LSSS needs to develop a 'master
George Ball in Foreign Affairs' plan' for a new organizational setup for
America and the World 1980 intrarnurals. It should be the respondescribed as " .. . the well-founded con- sibility or this CSAR to implement such
viction that we have so excessively a plan, not necessarily to create one
mortgaged our diplomacy to Israel as himself.
to disable ourselves from continuing in
our position as prod and catalyst in Jef/ Ersenberg is Managmg Edrror of the
Res ~sla~ and an eaJter though margrnallv
seeking a Middle East settlement."
talented intramural partrcrpant. •
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Arts
But First a Commercial
by Jon Kurtzman
... But first, a word from our sponsors. As any of you who attended
Michigan's great victory on S:.turday
or who watched the Lions boot a close
one on Sunday can a ttest, commer cials
dominate Ure airwaves. While we at the
R.G. have long r esisted the urge to sell
out for the big bucks, we have concluded that it is a ltogether fitting and
proper that we announce the First and
Probably Only Res Gestae Advertising
Awards.
In the cat egory of pseudopornography. the favorite category of
most male academy members. the
winner is Chardon, for its " I beg your
Chardon" campaign. The competition
wasn't even cl ose.
The Chardon campaign appeals blatantly to the worst in all of us. Put a sexy
young thing in tight jeans, a sexy young
hunk in even tighter jeans, make them
oh-so-obviously successful, and top with
a cherry. In this case, the cherry is the
now-classic faked French accent. The
message is clear : be chic, but be phony.
You may not be French. but you can
wear our jeans and you will sound that
way. They are probably laughing at us
in Paris.
In the ever-growing jock category,
Miller Lite pulls out a close one over increasingly tough competition. Miller
clinched the crown-one bas to speak in
the proper language-with its board
meeting to decide the best Miller Lite
drinker of aU lime. One can only guess
bow many takes it took. While the
commerical is more than a Jillle stale
by now, its impact when first shown
was phenomenal.
The worst beer commercial was the
Micbelob Light " Would good friends
really goat it this hard for a beer ?" The

•

commercials, designed to make the
most beer-bellied of the weekend
athletes feel like Mean Joe Greene.
feature the pompous style of announcing which marks pro football games
and so many other fake important contests. The best commentary on the
campaign was from a rival beer company (Pabst) which recently unveiled a
parody: no great plays, people tripping
when they near the goal line, cheating,
and, as a closing thought. " We wer en't
playing for beer ; we were playing for
money.''
In the let's expose our own weakness
ra te~ory, the embarassing winner is
Ford Motor Company for its " Quality ls
Job 1" campaign. We don't beJjeve it
and neither does anyone else. " Quality
Is Never Done" would be a more accurate solgan. We wish Ford good luck
in trying to pull a mumbo-jumbo act on
America.
In the field of automobile commercials. we can't resist pointing out that
the " We Are Driven" campaign by Datsun has worn thin. With the public
debate on import quotas, with hundreds
of thousands workers laid off around
the country, a more appropriate slogan
might be !'From Those Wonderful
Folks Who Brought You P earl Harbor."
In the editing and realism ca tegory.
the winner is another beer series, the
Budweiser ''This Bud's For You." The
beer industry must be highly competitive ; they ar e the most creative advertisers. The Budweiser ads are sharply edited and realistic vignettes of
working liie. Some are tempered by
comedy, as with the scene of stock
clerks loading soccer balls by kicking
them and inadvertently knocking a
horde of them loose. In some ads, the
sweat looks real. the men and women

Rutan·and Tucker
of Costa Mesa, California
will be interviewing second and third year students on

Wednesday, October 27
Our firm of approximately 60 attorneys is located in the Los Angeles
metropolitan area, with commensurate practice and salaries. We have
the additional advantage of being adjacent to Newport Beach in
dynamic Orange County, with ils superior living and recreational
environmem. Our practice emphasizes corporate law, business litigation, public law, real estale, tax and probale planning.

tired. By portraying a variety of types
of work and workers, the campaign
reaches almost every worker personally.
The animation field in advertising
has changed greatly from the days of
singing and dancing chickens. Cartoons
have largely been replaced by
miniaturized people and things, like the
legendary Tidy Bowl man and the
Chuck Wagon dog food covered wagon.
A few a nimated commercials persist,
but the only real contender is Eckrich
for its smoked meats advertisements.
The Eckrich commercials present one of
the class1c dramatic situations: the
staid, quality-conscious family
business, run by !\lama Eckrich, with
one conservative son and one eager-toplease, adventurous but foolish son. Tt
isn't Shakespeare, but it has tragic
possibilities .
After animation, the biggest crowd
pleaser has to be commercials with
animals. In the commercials with
animals category, with the retirement
into taxidermy of Morris the Cal, the
winner must be ''Purina Cat Chow.
Chow, chow, chow." The music is infuriatingly simple. catchy, and grating.
The human actors are ridiculous
stereotypes of stupidity . But the way
those cats dance; we are amazed!
We have awarded McDonald's a life
achievement award for commercial

Awards,

frompaget

at the fraternity's bi-annual convention
last month in St. Louis. Contestants
were required to simulate an argument
before the Supreme Court on a topic of
their own choosing. Easeley argued for
the expansion of an indigent's rights to
legal representation under the Fourteenth Amendment's Equal Protection
clause.
Both contest winners indicated that
they put a good deal of effort into the
preparation of their entries. Fagan
remarked that be worked steadily on
the background research and drafting
of his entry from the start of school last
September until the contest deadline in
April.
Easeley, on the other hand. credits
his success to his Case Club experience
and the efforts of a few members of the
Law School fa culty who took an interest
in him. After being somewhat disappointed with his own performance in his
Case Club ora l argument, Easeley ex-

ERNST & WHINNEY

adverlising. We don't approve of McDonald's - it isn't really food-but their
commercials are so good that the company is now part and parcel with the
Declaration of Independence as part of
America. We are especially moved by
the "Dine at McDonald's" a nd " Breakfast at McDonald's" campaigns. The
former is trying to convince us that
dining isn't what we remember it to be :
silting with family or friends, at home
or at a real table, with knives and forks
and plates. Now " fine dining" is really
"swine dining" at McDonald's.
The ''Breakfast at McDonald's" ads
are just as insidious and effective. Not
content with truck driver s, cops.
repairmen and deliverymen, McDonald's is out to con'vince parents that
sending the kid off to Mac·s or stopping
by themselves, instead of cooking, is
easy and economical Breakfast. one of
the last refuges of the American family,
is gone. swept up by Ronald McDonald,
the Ham burglar. and Mayor McCheese.
And now. every law student's
favorite , the legal advertising
category! We all ha ve our favorites, but
anyone from the Detroit area can attest
that Professional Legal Centers' ads
take the cake. In these commercials.
the law is like Debt-Aid, a debtor counselling service. or E-Z Credit Coun·
selling. The Professional Legal Center
lawyer is concerned. trustworthy, and
he cares about you, the little guy with
the divorce or small workmen's com·
pen sa tion cla im . The Professional
Legal Center lawyer is just a cut above
the H. & R. Block tax preparer, but not
much above. according to the commercials.
plained, he sou~hl out the assistance of
hi s Senior Judge and of s e veral
professors in order to refine his
technique and to " become a more
polished oral advocate.··
A phone call at his parents' house in
Virginia three days after his final
argument was the first Easeley beard
of his first-place finish. ·' I was elated. "
he remarked recently. "but I was even
more elated when I received a Jetter
from Dean Sandalow congratulating
me on behalf of the faculty."
Fagan, who recetved his cash award
while working in San F rancisco this
summer, revealed that he had already
spent most of the $1,000 prize money by
the time he arrived in Michigan, after a
two-week cross-country drive. " I cashed
the (award) check at Harrah's [a gambling casino] in Lake Tahoe, where
they give you a free meal if you cash
your paycheck there," Fagan said,
" and when I left, I still had enough
money left to drive the rest of the way
across country, and pay the first
month's rent when I got here."

LilJick, McHose & Cbarles

International Certified Public Accountants
Will be inte~ viewing interested 3rd year students

of Los Angeles, California
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Wednesday, October 14

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing

interested summer starters, and 2nd and 3rd year students on

Positions ore available in our 113 domestic offices. We offer a Iorge
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Sports
Recreation at the ''U''
by Rick Olshansky

Sunday from I :00 pm to 8:00pm. The

Contrary to what you may have
heard, the law quad is not a totaUy selfcontained environment. For the student
who wants to exercise more than his
eyeballs, the University offers an excellent intramural program and
provides ~uperb recreational facilities.
The University maintains in'tramural
buildings at two locations within easy
walking distance of the Law Quad. The
CCRB,located just over the Washtenaw
bridge near the dental school and the
1M building, located on Hoover St. one
block west of State St.. provide an extensive list of facilities . Both buildings
contain anindoor pool, racquetbalJ and
squash courts, weightlifting equipment,
exercise rooms, basketball courts and
saunas.
Lockers can also be rented for the
semester at either loca tion for a fee of
Sl7 plus a refundable lock and towel
deposit. The deadline is September 26.
The CCRB, while o ffering more
modern and plush facilities, is often
crowded with students, particularly
since it is situated very close to most of
the dormitories. On busy days, the 1M
building is therefore a good bet for
those interested in avoiding the rush.
Incidentally, tenrus courts and a running track are lQCated adjacent to both
complexes.
The IM building is open MondayFriday from ll :OO am to 8:00pm, and

1M building is closed on Saturdays. The
CCRB hours are 7:00 am to 9:00 pm
Monday thru Friday, Saturday 9:00am
to 9:00pm, and Sunday 11:00 am to 9
pm.
The Univer sity also di r ects intramural programs in other sports as
well. In practically every spor t from
table tennis to long-distance running,
organized competition is offered at
every skill level. There are minimal
charges to enter such events. The lobby
Clip and save this schedule of intramural sports for the fall semester.
Check the Sports bulletin board in the
basement of the old library for information on most spor ts, and to sign up
for teams. If you have further
questions, contact George Schlisler
(996-9014) or Mark Bowman (764-8944 ;
K-l5 Lawyers Club>.
Sport:
Entry Deadline:
Slowpitch softball <W>
Sept. 30
Tennis CW,M,C>
Oct. 1
Golf CW,M)
Oct. 2
Oct. 5-8
Touch football CW,M.C l
Table Tennis (W,M,C>
Ocl.l5
lnnertube Water polo
Oct. '1:1
Team racquetball CW,M,C) Oct. 28
Wrestling (M)
Nov. 12
Squash (W,M)
Dec. I
W-women's
M- men's
C-co-rec

Sports Poll
Last week's Sports Poll was won by
Greg Haught, who submitted a sterling
16-3 entry. By popular demand, Loser of
the Week is back: Tom Dixon's 6·13 entry edged Eric Bronson for last place.
<The result of the Boise State game was
not known at press time, but all three
picked the same ~earn . so it doesn 't
Alabama at Vanderbilt (9 1k>
Texas Tech (2 1.Z) at Baylor
BYU at Colorado ( 38' ~)
Colgate at Cornell (6'12 >
Duke (3 1'2 ) at Virginia
Florida (91h) at Miss. State
Indiana (5'h> at Syracuse
UCLA at Iowa 08 12)
Kentucky ( 2 1i~) at Kansas
Penn Cl9'h ) at Lehigh

\..

matter.)
Greg wins a pitcher of beer at RICK'S
AMERICAN CAF.E on Church Street.
You can win by cV'cling your favorite
(one team per game, please) and dropping your entry in the Sports Poll box
outside Room 100 before noon Saturday,
September 26.
Maryland at N.C. State (g'h)
Miami <Fla.) (71h) at Texas
Navy (19 1.Az) at Michigan
Oregon St. 031h) at Minnesota
Penn State (81h) at Nebraska
Notre Dame at Purdue 05'h )
Ohio State at Stanford (l7 1h)
Okla homa (2lfl >at Southern Cal.
Utah ClO'h) at Northwestern
Western Michigan (l7'h ) at Wisconsin

Tiebreaker : How much total yardage will
Navy
pick
up
against
Michigan? _ __
Phone _______________________
Name:

.

Vorys, Sater, Seymour and Pease·
of Columbus, Ohio

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested summer starters, and 2nd and 3rd year students on

September 24th and 25th
for positions with the firm during Summer/Fall, 1982

of the IM building is the place to find out
the intramural schedule· for all sports
throughout the year. This is a lso the
place to register a team for participation in an intramural activity:
The law school enters teams in virtually any sport it can find interested
participants, under the name of
LAWGold. The ultimat-e goal is to win
the overall team championship. The
Dental School is the reigning champ

and consequently the arch foe. Anyone
interested in playing for Law Gold in
any sport should leave a message on the
Sports Board located across from the
Environmental Law Society office in
the basement of Hutchins Hall.
Both facilities have literature explaining the rules, entr y deadlines, anr'
fees for all events a nd also print
schedules for free "drop in" activities
as well.

· ·Sports Shorts
It was the worst week in Michigan
sports history. The week began when
Wisconsin's Badgers caught Michigan
looking ahead to Notre Dame. Next, the
Detroit Tigers blew four ill a row and a
three-game lead in the AL East. Next
Thomas Hearns threw away his lead
with tactical errors in the 13th and 14th
rounds. Michigan's Wolverines stopped
the )>leeding, though, by handcuffing
the Fighting Irish, 25-7. In banding
Gerry Faust his first loss in four years,
UM ran its series record against ND to
11-4.

The upset of the week occurred in
Clemson, S.C., in the stadium visiting
teams call "Death Valley. " The Clemson Tigers showed that the ACC still has
the shammy on the SEC as Herschel
Walker suffered his first collegiate setback.
Six of the nation's top teams face
each other this Saturday, and Michigan
should be able to climb past the fallen
bodies. Look for USC to retair ·~ No. 1
ranking over Oklahoma ; the . rless
Forecaster sees Texas over Miami of
Florida and Nebraska embarrassing
P enn State's Nittany Lions.

-

Preliminary results of a study conducted at Arizona State University

suggest that a balanced djet may be
more important than exercise in
determining good health. The study investigated the relationship between
jogging and diet in 54 pigs. Eighteen
pigs began jogging as piglets ; 18 began
jogging as adults ; 18 led sedentary
lives. The researchers found that
sedentary pigs on a balanced diet accumulated less fat than joggers on a
high fat diet. The study did not disclose
how one induce'S piglets to jog, nor
whether the JOgging rats wore Nikes or
New Balance shoes.

The 1st Annual Ghetteaux Open was
won by Kyle Luckens, whose 93 edged
William Brennan's 95. The big swing
came at the tough par-3 17th, where
Luckens chipped in for a birdie 2 while
Brennan was cardil,lg a 5.

/MSoftba/1
Penal Action 4, Invisible Hands 1
Shea's Rebellion 7, The Tribe 1
Odonotoblasters 9, Law Dogs 4
Pros & qons 10, Ambulance Chasers 4

Lasher and Johnson
•

of Seattle, Washington
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested summer starters,
and 2nd and 3rd year students on

.

Friday, Oct. 2, 1981
for positions with the firm during Summer/Fall, 1982.

~

Beir, Howlett, McConnell, Googasian
&McCann
of Bloomfield Hills, Michigan
is pleased ro announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and Jrd year students on

Tuesd~y,

October 20th

for positions with the finn during Summer/Fall, 1982
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The Towil Schreier:
The Jordache Look

by David Schreier
Welcome back one and all. You look
like a great crowd. How many of you
are from New York? I'd like to share
with you some of my observations
about the Law School's new Jordache
look. "
I 'M FLOORED
The law school spent a .,mere S9.5
million on the new wing to the library,
and it really shows. My favorite is the
indoor-outdoor cement shag used on
every floor . Everyone knows how
durable the stuff is ; keeps its form well,
spills come r ight off, and you never
bave to worry about cigarette burns.
Right behind the innovative concrete
car pet is the clever use of aslroturf on
.the first landing and set of stairs

coming up from the library. And those
windo.,;s, designed to reflect natural
light into an underground building,
were a master stroke. Next they should
consider moving the building to
someplace where the s un shines occasionally.
SPACE·INVADERS
The new addition has aoout 500,000
square feet of usable space. Let's
examine bow that space was
distributed. Our bard-working library
staff staked out a mere 200,000 square
feet, or 3.1 million dollars' worth. The
librarians' offices are larger than most
senior partners' offices you saw this
s ummer. (There is a rumor that the
Rolling Stones have booked a n extra
concert in Margaret Leary's office. All

Video Hits t he Quad
Have you deposited more of yourstudent loan money in machines at
Mickey Rat's Video Circus than your.
checking account, and you still cannot
kick the video habit? Are you fearful
t hat the double-ed'ged sword of
Reagonomics will cut off your video
stamps subsidy, and you refuse to write
your congressman because that would
require you to excha'!Be a Simulation
Station token for a postage stamp?
Despair no longer. Your forefather s,
in their boundless foresight, provided
for this looming perU. J ust last winter
Thomas Cooley's final wish for his
beloved alma mater fermented with the
law school's acquisition of an Apple
Computer. This machine has video
games, most of which will never be
seen in arcades, that provide students
with the opportunity. to explore new
worlds which contain more mysteries

and excitement than the UCC. And best
of all, everything is free!
The Apple is located in the Law
School Simulation Facility (formerly
the Law School Computer Facility) in
Room 729, Legal Research. Any law
student is welcome to use the Apple
whenever it is available. However, in
order to accommodate students using
the machine for research, a schedule of
preferred hours has been established.
The Apple is available on a first-comefirst-serve basis f:rom 6:00p.m . to midnight, Suo.-Tues. and Fri-Sat., and from
8:00 a.m .-3:00 p.m . on Wed. During any
time other than these, the Apple may
still be used for games, but persons
working on research will have priority.
The key to the Computer Facility is
available at the main desk on S-1.
Beam up and see us soon, Scotty.

,..

you Who fans should note that onJy
Festival seating is available ).
The Review and Journal didn't do
badly either, with 150,000 square feet
between them . That's about $30,000
per member or $500 per cite check.
So 'fhat does that leave you and me?
NOT MUCH.

THE MASSES
The books, catalogues and the like
take up at least 140,000 square feet . The
Law School was faced with a dilemma :
with only 10,000 square feet left, how
could they make the remaining 1,040
students feel like they ~ot something?
The answer: communal carrels. Why
not learn to s hare? Since theavailability of car rel applications was a
virtual secret, there will be a new offering soon. If you thought three to a
carrel was bad, try 25 to a carrel. The
new system gives everyone a chance to
mingle, and a full 25 minutes of carrel
time a day.

'JIHE LEGAL DEFENSE
If you thought the Socratic method
was the only shell game in town, you
were wrong. Remember a few weeks
a._go when the Quad was chewed up, the
Sidewa lks were missing, every possible
piece of heavy equjpmenl was running
at lop speed and cleverly disguised
military men were saluting each other?
The " official explanation" was that a
drainage system was being installed in
the quad. But In truth the MX missile
system has been buried beneath the
Quad. Informed sources indicate that
the m issi les a re currently poised
beneath G and M sections.
The Environmental Law Society has
claimed victory, saying that they have
fought for three years lo keep the. MX
out of Nevada . Well, ELS may have
saved Nevada, but they sacrificed us.

is not on Iamarino's side. The hearing
dale is October 7 and if Brass Ring forces lamarino to move for a motion lo
compel answers to interrogatories, he
may not have adequate time to formulate his case.
Nonetheless, Iamarino' considers his
chances good. In his opinion, Judge
Hilda Gage is very sophisticated and
canappreciate innovative arguments
grounded in public policy. Iamarino
thinks that ultimately, however,
legis lation will be required. Oregon bas
ouUawed festival-style seating and the
Cincinnati City council is currently
considering
similar
proposals.
lamarino is meeting with State
Representatives this week.
The SUverdome stops are typical of
those scheduled on the long-a wa ited
tour , a profit-maximizing venture
promoting the Stone's latest album,
" Tattoo You." The tour consists of
mega-concerts
in
the
largest
auditoriums of the nation's largest
cities. Not surpr ismgly, promoters are
ready and willing to sacr ifice s uch
amenities as designated seats, optimum acoustics and adequate
visibility for lucrative festival-style
seating a rrangements in domed sports
stadiums. The two-night stand at the
Silverdome, which will undoubtedly
sell-oul. prom ises beaucoup bucks for
Brass Ring Productions, with 80,000
concert-goers each night paying over
$15 lo see the bad boys of rock a nd roll.
In Cincinnati less than two years ago
six Who fans were trampled to death in
a chaotic rush for good seats at a concert hall half the size of the Silverdome.
Perhaps more than the Who, the Stones
turn violence and defiance into stage
presence, sometimes evoking a riotous
crowd mentality. An aura of potential
danger s urrounds the concerts and
security is tight. Efforts lo maintain
security, however, are undermined by
festival -style seating arrangements ;
when the gates finally open, thousands
of people storm)he concert halliighting
to tum their general admission tickets
into front-row seats.

-

Law in the Raw
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Spice of Life
Officials at Northeastern Law School in Boston are
congratulating themselves on what may be the most
unconventional incoming class in the school's
history. Among a first year class of 165 are three
nuns, a carpenter who has sailed the AUantic and
res earched humpback whales , a woman
Congregationalist minister , and a white woman who
has recently emigrated from South Africa so her
five children wouldn't grow up in the atmosphere of
apartheid.
-NatiQilal Law Journal, September 21. 1981

No Wonder They're Losing
Money
ln a revelation which helps to explain why Michigan
Law School is enjoying a record recruiting year in
the face of a ge.neral economic crunch, Chrysler
President Lee lacocca divulged at a recent annual
meeting that the company paid out a total of $21.6
million in legal fees last year.
-Washington Post. J11ly 1981

Dues and Don ,ts
Rags to Riches
U of M Law Prof Gerry Rosberg, on sabbatical last
Spr ing to help set up the Iran-United States Claims
Tribunal in The Hague, bas decided not to retu_rn to
these hallowed halls. Instead, he will enter pnvate
practice in Washington with former HEW ~ecretary
Joe Califano's firm, Califano, Ross, & Henteman.
- LegaJ Times of Washlnrrton. SentPmhPr 7. 1981

A recently formed student organization at Harvard
Law School seems to indicate that not everyone
there takes themselves too seriously. The Somerville
Bar Review r eviews bars of the liquid refreshment
variety in the Cambridge/Somerville area each
Thursday night , and accord ing to t heir
organization's description, " the only dues you pay
are the following Friday morning.''
-National Law Journal, August 31, 1981

God Is My Co-Pilot
WhHe on trial in a Minneapolis county court for
allegedly having heaved a brick through a govern·
menl building's window, 32-year-old Richard Martin was asked by the judge whether be wanted a
public defender to represent him. He replied that
either God or AJeksandr Solzhenitisyn would be
defending him , and thereupon punched the judge so
hard that he £ell out of his chair, broke his gJasses,
and sustained a forehead~ash requiring 20 stitches.
Mr. Martin has now been charged with-assault and
attempted escape, and another judge has taken
over the case.
-Nationa l Law Journal. Septem er 21. 1981

Case of the Week
Ruzek v GSA - The federal government may not
fire an alcoholic security guard who falls asleep on
the job without giving him the chance to rehabilitate
himself.

